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Abstract
This paper studies the use of Supervisory Control Theory to design and implement post-fault restoration
schemes in a HVDC grid. Our study focuses on the synthesis of discrete controllers and on the manage-
ment of variable control rules during the execution of the protection strategy. The resulting supervisory
control system can be proven “free of deadlocks” in the sense that designated tasks are always completed.

Introduction
The industrial standard to design the control of process plants and machinery is to directly translate a
set of informal specifications into a graphical or textual programming language, (e.g., Functional Block
Diagrams, Ladder, C code for micro-controllers, etc.), which are then implemented in the target system.
The term “informal” refers to everything that is not based on a strictly composed, syntactically and
semantically well-defined form [1]. This work is usually assigned to system engineers and technicians,
who must know how to properly use field inputs and outputs in the definition of control rules that make
the system compliant with the expected behavior. In this process, they are also required to anticipate
system dynamics that could create deadlocks, in which a set of conflicting instructions prevent the system
under control to achieve its designated tasks. The control of power systems components, such as power
plants and high voltage substations, involves similar practices in its design. Because of their logical
complexity, size and value, this creates a significant level of difficulty in the definition of control rules
and additional risks for a stable operation.

Future HVDC grids are expected to play a key role in power delivery [2]. They will comprise a large
amount of sensors and actuators, distributed over large distances, and will involve the control of several
components with fast dynamics. These circumstances call for advanced control methods to ensure the
integrity and reliability of future HVDC systems and adjacent AC grids. This is particularly important
under safety-critical situations, such as the implementation of automatic post-fault restoration schemes.
Most of the available literature regarding the protection of HVDC grids focus on the descriptions of
fault detection [3] and protection strategies [4], providing extensive data about the electrical behavior
of grid components during the fault recovery. However, little information is given on the development
of the logical rules used in these studies and their guarantees regarding correctness and deadlocks, with
automatic control sequences usually presented through generic flowcharts. In this paper, we intend to



fill this gap by proposing the use of a formal approach to create a correct-by-construction supervisory
control system for a multi-terminal HVDC grid. In our case study, the supervisory control implements
a post-fault restoration scheme. Following the discrimination and isolation of a faulty transmission link,
it monitors and coordinates the behavior of the grid components so as to safely restore the DC voltage
and power flow under the new circumstances. The supervisory control also enables the possibility of
reconnecting the faulty link to the grid (assuming it has been correctly fixed), automatically adjusting the
power flow and bringing the system back to its nominal behavior.

Our method is based on the application of the Supervisory Control Theory (SCT) [5], which is a for-
mal control approach based on mathematically provable properties. Therefore, it provides correction
guarantees to meet the requirements expected from safety-critical control applications [1], such as the
ones found in automated power systems. In recent years, examples of its use can be found in AC distri-
bution systems, such as the implementation of power management strategies in microgrids [6] and the
control of custom power parks [7]. In HVDC systems, the SCT has been used to control an on-load
tap-changing transformer [8] and the start-up procedure of a point-to-point HVDC link [9]. The new ap-
plication of SCT presented in this paper brings a reconfigurable supervisory control system [10], based
on the commutation of separately computed discrete controllers that belong to what we call elementary
control modes. In our case, the reconfiguration of the control system is provoked by the loss of an asset
(e.g. an HVDC cable) after an electrical fault. To the best of our knowledge, this kind of situation has
not yet been addressed by the research involving the application of SCT in power systems. The obtained
supervisory control follows the evolution of the system’s topology and its behavior, rapidly adjusting the
control rules applied on the grid’s equipment. A simulation with EMTP-RV is performed to demonstrate
the action of the obtained supervisory control.

Presentation of the case study
The HVDC network shown in Fig. 1 is used to illustrate the reconfiguration of supervisory control.
It consists of a four-terminal grid in a bipolar configuration [11]. Therefore, each AC/DC stations is
equipped with a pair of Modular Multi-level Converter (MMC)[12], one for each pole of the DC grid,
and breaking modules designed for an HVDC system. For the sake of simplicity, only the positive pole
of the bipolar configuration is shown. Local control units (LCU), with fast monitoring and reaction
capabilities, are situated at each AC/DC station. A central control unit (CCU), with slower monitoring
and reaction capabilities, exchanges information with all local controllers across the grid to coordinate
their control sequences. The CCU is assumed to be in a separate environment, such as the control room
of the system operator that oversees this grid. The supervisory control system of the positive pole of this
grid has an identical structure and is independent of the one designed for the negative pole.

We define for this grid four configurations (system topologies) according to the connection status of the
DC cables that connect the AC/DC stations (see legend in Fig. 1). The network is assumed to be ini-
tially in nominal operation (configuration T1), with rated voltage values at all stations and power flowing
through all DC cables. We consider that at any time a pole-to-ground fault can occur on one of the DC
cables. The post-fault restoration studied in this paper is based on the primary sequence of the non-
selective protection strategy presented in [4]. The first step is the suppression of the AC fault current
contribution, accomplished by DC converter breakers (CBC) which are tripped right after the fault detec-
tion, immediately followed by the blocking of MMC converters. Next, a specialized fault identification
algorithm is able to discriminate and isolate the faulty cable by opening the line DC breakers (CBL) at
its ends. After the faulty line is isolated, the converter breakers re-close and the grid voltage restoration
begins under coordination of the supervisory control system. During the time the MMC stations are
isolated from the grid, they are deblocked and used as STATCOM devices to sustain the AC voltage by
injecting reactive power into the AC grid. Assuming the faulty cable is repaired, the supervisory control
monitors and coordinates the required actions for its reconnection.

Due to a space limitation, the development of our control models is limited to the reconfiguration caused
by the loss of the cable BD, which corresponds to the commutation between configurations T1 and T2.
Among the existing possibilities, this one is the most complex from a control point of view as it generates
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Fig. 1: Reconfigurable HVDC grid.

two point-to-point HVDC links that behave independently. Nevertheless, the method that is presented
can be continued to take into account the isolation of the other DC cables in the network.

Supervisory control of HVDC grids
Introduction to the theoretical framework
In this paper, a design method relying on Supervisory Control Theory (SCT) [5] is presented. It studies
the control of discrete event systems (DES) and relies on language theory to enforce behavioral require-
ments. Formally, the behavior of a DES is represented by a deterministic automaton G=(Q,δ,Σ,q0,Qm),
as illustrated in Fig. 2a. Q is a finite set of states (circles), with q0 ∈ Q as the initial state and Qm ⊆ Q
being the marked states (double circle). Marked states are used to designate desirable states or the com-
pletion of a task. Σ is a finite set of events (σi), also known as alphabet, and is divided into two disjoint
subsets: Σc and Σuc, respectively named controllable and uncontrollable event sets. Finally δ : Q×Σ→Q
is a transition mapping which gives the next state after occurrence of an event. In the figures of this paper,
transitions associated with controllable events are represented as crossed arrows.

The SCT aims to determine an event-triggered control model called supervisor based on models of an
uncontrolled process G and a user defined specification H. Following the feedback principle used in
control theory, the action of a supervisor S on a given process G can be represented by the diagram in
Fig. 2b. The supervisor S receives the stream of events s generated by G and reacts by disabling certain
events so that its behavior complies with that determined by H. This implies that S(s) ⊆ Σ, S(s) being
the set of events enabled by the supervisor. The behavior of the controlled system, i.e, G under control
of S (also designated S/G), and the control rules of the supervisor can be graphically represented by an
automaton S. It can be then translated as a conventional programming language and implemented into
the target system as a control block containing inputs and outputs. This requires a physical interpretation
of the events modelled in G. Typically, uncontrollable events are associated with the block inputs (e.g.,
crossing of a pre-defined threshold by a field measurement) whereas controllable events are associated
with the modification of the block outputs (e.g.,sending an order to close a circuit breaker), which can be
connected to the actuators of the operative unit.

A supervisor can be computed by an algorithmic procedure that takes as input a couple of automata
corresponding to G and H. Given the complexity of most systems, it is easier to define G and H,
from the composition of sub-systems (or components) models (Gi) and independent specifications (H j)
respectively. The mathematical operation of parallel composition, represented by the operator “‖” and
formally defined in [13], allows to obtain all the independent behaviors when the automata do not share
events and to synchronize them if they do. Therefore, a way to get a supervisor for a plant G so that it
meets all specifications from H would be to calculate G ‖H. However, the existence of a valid controller



is not guaranteed. When a solution is possible, the synthesis algorithm returns by default a supervisor
that respects the properties of controllability: the supervisor does not directly disable any occurrence of
uncontrollable event, and nonblocking: marked states can always be reached from the system’s initial
state. This last property means that designated tasks can always be terminated, which formally proves
that the supervisory control is free of deadlocks.

One may also design multiple supervisors that enforce different specifications on the same plant. This is
known as decentralized supervisory control and is represented in Fig. 2c. “p” is called “natural projec-
tion”, and represents the removal of events from the stream s, hence the partial observation of the plant
behavior. The set of events enabled by individual supervisors (S1(s),S2(s)) are based on their own obser-
vations. The intersection of these sets (Sdec(s)) represents the final control rules applied on the system
under control (G). In SCT, there are different tools to verify if the interaction of decentralized controllers
is nonblocking. In the following, the open source C++ library LibFAUDES (Friedrich-Alexander Uni-
versity Discrete Event Systems)[14] is used for the modeling of automata, synthesis of supervisors and
verification of control properties.
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Fig. 2: Design assumptions in Supervisory Control Theory.

Resolution method
The development of our control solution is based on different stages, shown in Fig. 3. The functional
analysis of the system under control (Step 1 in Fig. 3) involves the textual description of the expected
automated behavior, task done in the previous section, and requires the identification of grid components
that are to be monitored or controlled by the supervisory control. In our case, the list of grid components
contains the MMC converters (GMMC), line and converter DC circuit breakers (GCBC and GCBL) and DC
cables (Gcable(V ) and Gcable(I)), whose current and voltage levels are monitored at each extremity. These
components are modelled as partial automata, shown in Fig. 4a. Initial and marked states are determined
in step 2 (Fig. 3) as they may change according to the scenario being studied.

3 - Synthesis of supervisors 
(in control modes)

1 - Functional analysis of control system 
and partial definition of component models

2 - Definition of elementary 
control modes 

4 - Implementation of the 
reconfigurable behavior 
(commutation of modes)

Fig. 3: Flowchart of the resolution method.

MMC converters can work in different control modes that change the way AC power and DC voltage
values are locally regulated by it [15]. In our design, we use controllable events to represent the update
of reference values and control parameters (droop constants, ramp limitation, time constants, etc.) in a
MMC depending on its role and its position in the grid. The control settings associated with the events
used in the reconfiguration between grid topologies T1 and T2 are shown in Table I. They are associated
with self-loop transitions at state Nominal of GMMC (Fig. 4a).

The models presented so far are related to physical components of the grid. In our design, we also
represent logical components and interactions in the control system, as illustrated in Fig. 4b. A timer
block is used to confirm when certain transient behaviors (e.g., fault clearing and charging of DC bus)
are over. The timer is set (Timer start) by the supervisory control when stable conditions are detected
and reset (Timer reset) otherwise (e.g., current and voltage oscillations). The timer output becomes true
(Timer timeout) if it is not reset during a pre-determined time (e.g., 10 ms), which is used to confirm the
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Table I: Reconfiguration events of MMC converters and associated parameters.

MMC Station MMC mode T1 MMC mode T2 MMC mode VdcMaster MMC mode STATCOM

A Vdc droop: (320 kV, 250 MW,-50 MVAr) Pdc constant: (250 MW,-50 MVAr) Vdc constant: (320 kV,-50 MVAr) Pdc constant: (0 MW,-50 MVAr)
B Vdc droop: (320 kV, -325 MW 50 MVAr) Vdc constant: (320 kV, 50 MVAr) Vdc constant: (320 kV, 50 MVAr) Pdc constant: (0 MW, 50 MVAr)
C Vdc droop: (320 kV, 400 MW,-70 MVAr) Pdc constant: (250 MW,-70 MVAr) Vdc constant: (320 kV,-70 MVAr) Pdc constant: (0 MW,-70 MVAr)
D Vdc droop: (320 kV, -325 MW, -100 MVAr) Vdc constant: (320 kV, -100 MVAr) Vdc constant: (320 kV, -100 MVAr) Pdc constant: (0 MW,-100 MVAr)

end of a transient behavior. Additionally, we use a logical model to decide when a certain uncontrollable
event should be monitored by the supervisory control system. For instance, the uncontrollable event c1
can only be generated if Gmonitor(c1) is at state Enabled. The execution of event disable all stops the
monitoring of all uncontrollable events of the same station.

Based on the results of the functional analysis and the list of automata that were defined for the system,
the grid’s behavior is decomposed into several elementary control modes (step 2 in Fig. 3). Each mode is
associated with a set of physical and logical components that are controlled together. The commutation
between grid configurations T1 and T2 involves a total of four elementary control modes as illustrated by
the state-diagram in Fig. 5. The table in this figure indicates for these modes the role of the supervisory
control and the components involved in the completion of designated tasks.

Elementary
control mode

Role of the supervisory
control Components under control

T1(ABCD)

Monitoring of the protection
sequence and reconfiguration of
MMC converters into STATCOM
mode when the stations are isolated
from the grid.

All physical and logical components associated with all of the
stations (A,B, C and D)

T2(AB)

Monitoring and coordination of post -
fault restoration sequence,  restoring
power flow and DC voltage in the
point-to-point link composed of the
stations A and B.

Physical and logical components associated with stations A
and B, with the exception of automata related to the BD cable
at station B,  i.e.,   and
all the monitoring models associated with their uncontrollable
events.

T2(CD)

Monitoring and coordination of post -
fault restoration sequence,  restoring
power flow and DC voltage in the
point-to-point link composed of the
stations C and D.

Physical and logical components associated with stations C
and D, with the exception of automata related to the BD cable
at station D,  i.e.,   and
all the monitoring models associated with their uncontrollable
events.

T2(BD)
Monitoring and coordination of the
re-connection and recharging of
cable BD.

Components related to the isolated cable between stations B
and D, the monitoring models associated with their
uncontrollable events plus the timer models at both stations 
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Fig. 5: Life cycle of elementary control modes

Initially, each control mode is studied as an independent supervisory control system composed of de-
centralized supervisors, as shown in Fig. 2c. The synthesis of controllers (step 3 of Fig. 3) follows a
framework known as hierarchical and decentralized control [15], illustrated in Fig. 6. The supervisory
control system is divided into two hierarchical levels. At the lowest level (LCUs), we have a direct
control and monitoring of system components by local supervisors (S1,S2, ...,Sn). At the highest level
(CCU), a “grid supervisor” (Shi) is used for the coordination of local ones. The synthesis starts at the
lowest level using local models of components (both logical and physical) and control specifications. The
behavior of each local controlled system (Sn/Gn), graphically represented by automaton Sn, is projected
to a smaller alphabet. This yields a new automaton with reduced size, which becomes a plant compo-
nent at the higher level. Using the parallel composition of projected local supervisors (from different
stations) and a new set of high-level specifications, a new high-level grid supervisor is computed. The
coordination of local controllers is achieved through the intersection of the set of events enabled by local



(Sn(sn)) and high-level (Shi(shi)) supervisors. The supervisory control is nonblocking if all projections
are natural observers. Because information is lost in the projection of an automaton, the property of nat-
ural observer (formally explained in [15]) indicates if the result contains sufficient data on the behavior
of controlled low-level systems so that they can still be correctly coordinated by a high-level supervisor.
These steps are illustrated in the computation of the high-level supervisor in mode T2(AB), where a
central coordination is required.
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We illustrate the synthesis of a low-level supervisor with ST 1(ABCD)
A , in the elementary control mode

T1(ABCD)). Fig. 7 shows the initial state and set of marked states for the local components used in the
synthesis algorithm as well as the individual control specifications of this mode (HT 1(ABCD)

A(i) , i ∈ 1, . . . ,7).
Each state is associated with a certain control task determined by the color pattern. A set of logical events
ΣlogicalA = {Fault Ack A, Fault Cleared A, Protected A} is used to simplify the design of models. They
belong to a new local logical component GT 1(ABCD)

logicalA
, added to station A for the study of elementary control

mode T1(ABCD). They are controllable because they can be directly disabled by the supervisory control.
For instance, thanks to the synchronization of HT 1(ABCD)

A(1) ,HT 1(ABCD)
A(2) and HT 1(ABCD)

A(3) the acknowledgment
of the fault by the local supervisor at station A (event Fault Ack A) can only occur if the blocking of the
MMC (MMC Block A) and opening of the CDC (CDC Open A) have been detected before.

In the specification models, self-loops transitions associated with uncontrollable events from physical
components (e.g. states 1, 2, 5 and 6 of HT 1(ABCD)

A(1) ) indicate when and which sensor data should be
monitored. Because the synthesis algorithm computes a maximally permissive solution, it is possible
to obtain as result an automaton where two transitions associated with controllable events are possible.
To enforce an automatic transition, a unique choice of controllable event must be possible. In our case,
we choose to model a new local specification HT 1(ABCD)

A(7) that defines a unique order for the generation of
controllable events in the final supervisor. Other alternative models are possible as long as a non-empty
result is returned by the synthesis algorithm.

From GT 1(ABCD)
A = GMMCA ‖ GCBLA ‖ . . . (composition of local components) and HT 1(ABCD)

A = HT 1(ABCD)
A(1) ‖

. . . ‖ HT 1(ABCD)
A(7) , we compute ST 1(ABCD)

A , which contains 45 states and 88 transitions. The local supervisor

ST 1(ABCD)
C (station C), has an identical structure whereas ST 1(ABCD)

B and ST 1(ABCD)
D have 127 states and 469

transitions. The higher size is justified by the additional cables and DC breakers (CDLs) that are mon-
itored at these stations. The control tasks for the elementary control mode T1(ABCD) are all handled
locally, without coordination from a central controller. Because local supervisors were computed through
a synthesis algorithm and do not share any events, this elementary control mode is nonblocking.

Elementary control modes T2(AB), T2(CD) and T2(BD) require a set of local supervisors, one at each
station, and a higher level controller to coordinate them. Because of the grid’s symmetry, the structure
of controllers associated with T2(AB) is identical to those belonging to T2(CD). Supervisors ST 2(AB)

A and
ST 2(CD)

C both contain 33 states and 68 transitions whereas ST 2(AB)
B and ST 2(CD)

D both contain 34 states and
69 transitions. Their structure can be divided into two phases, one for the grid’s charging and another for
the power restoration. A simplified version of their graphical representation, where part of the transitions
are omitted, is shown in Fig. 8.

The set of logical events Σ
T 2(AB)
logicalA

= {Charged A, Charged Grid AB, Power Restored A, Power Restored Gr-
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Fig. 7: Specification models for local supervisor ST 1(ABCD)
A .

id} and Σ
T 2(AB)
logicalB

= {Charged B, Charged Grid AB, Power Restored B, Power Restored Grid AB} are used
in the models of control specifications (not shown for lack of space) of stations A and B respectively. We
use the event set Σhi

T 2(AB) = ΣlogicalA ∪ΣlogicalB as destination domain for the projection of local supervisors
to a higher control level. The operation of natural projection, available in libFAUDES, is used for this
purpose. It returns new smaller automata, corresponding to the projected version of local supervisors
ST 2(AB)

A (station A) and ST 2(AB)
B (station B). The choice of event set used for this projection is not made

randomly. At minimum, it must contain events shared with other stations and other local events that
we want to use in a higher level specification. The grid supervisor Shi

T 2(AB) is computed through synthe-

sis using the high-level plant model Ghi = p(ST 2(AB)
A ) ‖ p(ST 2(AB)

B ) and the set of high-level specifications
Hhi = Hhi(1)

T 2(AB) ‖ . . . ‖ Hhi(4)
T 2(AB), all represented in Fig. 8. It can be seen that the high-level supervisor only

authorizes the generation of events Charged Grid AB and Power Restored Grid AB after all stations lo-
cally confirm being charged (Charged A, Charged B) and power flow through them (Power Restored A,

Power Restored B). Using libFAUDES, we verify that that the projection functions used to abstract local
supervisors contain the property of natural observer, which proves that the interaction of ST 2(AB)

A , ST 2(AB)
B

and Shi
T 2(AB) is nonblocking.

The computation of supervisors for T2(BD) and other elementary control modes follows the same guide-
lines presented so far. ST 2(BD)

B and ST 2(BD)
D both contain 64 states and 137 transitions, whereas Shi

T 2(BD) only
has 6 states and 7 transitions. These supervisors are used to control and monitor the reconnection and
recharging of the BD cable. Grid configurations T3 and T4 follow the isolation of a faulty cable that
creates an isolated station through which power cannot flow. Therefore, they contain each an elementary
control mode for isolated stations, i.e., T3(A) and T4(C), in which the supervisory control coordinates
and monitors the recharging procedure of the local DC bus to its nominal value. Because only one station
is involved in this process, the coordination of a high-level supervisor is not required.
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Fig. 8: High-level supervisor Shi
T 2(AB) and elements used for its synthesis.

The commutation of control modes is studied next (step 4 in Fig. 3). We wish to enforce the recon-
figuration behavior and parallelism of modes shown in Fig. 5 with the additional specification that all



MMC converters be reconfigured to the ideal settings for the initial grid topology (MMC mode T1) once the
grid configuration T1 is re-activated. Achieving these tasks is possible thanks to a procedural modifi-
cation and combination of the supervisors obtained previously. We start by adding new logical events
that indicate the activation and deactivation of grid configurations: Σrecon f iguration = {T1 start, T1 end,

T2 start, T2 end, T3 start, T3 end, T4 start, T4 end}. Knowing that all supervisors can be repre-
sented as an automaton containing a unique initial state (q0) and only one marked state (Qm = {qm}),
local supervisors of the same station can be merged into a single low-level controller following the recon-
figuration behavior indicated in Fig. 5. Fig. 9a shows the example for station B, where a single unique
level supervisor SB is obtained from the combination of other automata and the addition of new states (S1,
S2 and S3) and transitions. It can be seen that the control sequence from the mode T2(BD), where the
re-closing CDLB is authorized, can only happen after the complete execution of T2(AB). Also, as soon
as the event T1 start is generated, the local MMC is reconfigured to its ideal settings for configuration
T1 (event MMC mode T1 B). A similar modification is carried out for all other stations.

The modification of high-level supervisors is different because two controllers belonging to different
elementary control modes may be working concurrently at the CCU, e.g., Shi

T 2(AB), Shi
T 2(CD). This is not the

case for LCUs, as an HVDC station can only work under a single elementary control mode. Also, with
respect to the activation of elementary control mode T2(BD), there is no clear choice as if the control
rules of Shi

T 2(BD) should be combined with those of Shi
T 2(AB) or Shi

T 2(CD). Therefore, in the modification
of high-level controllers, we choose to maintain the parallel behavior of different supervisors, while
enforcing the idea that those belonging to inactive grid configurations should not disable any transition.
We indicate this modification in Fig. 9b, where new versions of the grid supervisors Shi

T 2(AB) and Shi
T 2(BD)

are shown. Two new states were added in each automaton, with state Idle becoming the new initial and
marked state for both. When in the Idle state, Shi∗

T 2(AB) and Shi∗
T 2(BD) do not disable any events, hence the

use of self-loops transitions that contain the alphabet of their original version, i.e., Σhi
T 2(AB) and Σhi

T 2(BD).
The generation of these events are coordinated by other active controllers until the event T2 start is
generated, which corresponds to the activation of grid configuration T2. Until then, Shi∗

T 2(AB) and Shi∗
T 2(BD)

remain inactive by not restraining the behavior of low-level controllers.

Thanks to the modifications that were made, the reconfiguration of the supervisory control is simultane-
ous for all supervisors in the grid. However, once the configuration T1 is deactivated, three choices of
reconfiguration are possible. To enforce a unique choice during the system reconfiguration and to make
sure it is the correct one based on the isolated cable, we add to our supervisory control a new set of local
supervisors. Obsdec

A(T 3),Obsdec
B(T 3),Obsdec

B(T 2),Obsdec
D(T 2),Obsdec

D(T 4) and Obsdec
C(T 4), represented in Fig. 9c, have the

role of decentralized observers of the grid configuration. They follow the evolution of local CBLs so as
to decide together which reconfiguration event can be generated. The subscript indicates which station
they belong to and which grid configuration they are associated with. They are implemented in the LCU
and work in parallel with the low-level supervisor of the same station. However, their control rules can
only interfere in the generation of reconfiguration events T1 start, T2 start, T3 start and T4 start.
The final distribution of controllers is shown in Fig. 10.

Validation of results
To demonstrate the performance of the obtained solution, the electrical circuit in Fig. 1 is modeled on
EMTP-RV. The supervisors are converted into C code and implemented in this software according to the
method described in [9]. We simulate a pole-to-ground fault on the BD cable at time t = 1s. Fig. 11
shows the evolution of the DC voltage and active power injected into grid by positive pole converters.

The supervisory control monitors the events of the grid and limits its behavior to that determined by
the specifications used in the synthesis of its supervisors. It achieves that by timely intervening on the
controls of relays and converters in the grid. Following the isolation of the cable BD, the DC voltage is
restored to its nominal value (Vp = +320kV ) in all newly formed HVDC links. The power transfer is
restored about 0.2s after the fault (assuming no delays in communication). If the two AC grids belong to
the same synchronous network, restoration of the HVDC links also helps to restore the energy balance
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Fig. 9: Modifications for the reconfiguration of the supervisory control system.
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Fig. 10: Distribution of controllers.

Fig. 11: Simulation results for the reconfiguration T1→ T2→ T1 .

on a large scale. Indeed, the post-fault intervention of the grid operator is mitigated, which consists in re-
routing the new power distribution and compensating for the new losses. The return to initial conditions
(grid configuration T1) is simulated at time t = 2s, with the reconnection of cable BD. First, the CBLBD B
(line breaker at station B) is closed, assuming the fault has disappeared and the cable has been repaired.
The supervisory control waits until the cable is fully charged before closing the line breaker CBLBD D
and updating the control settings of all MMCs of the grid. In Fig. 11, it can be seen that the distribution
of DC power and the voltage curves return to their original patterns once the event T1 start occurs.



Conclusions
Using the Supervisory Control Theory (SCT), we were able to develop a reconfigurable supervisory
control that safely implements a post-fault restoration scheme in a HVDC grid. The obtained solution
enhances the deployment of meshed HVDC networks by automatically modifying control rules accord-
ing to the current scenario, determined by the grid’s partition in our design. The use of a reconfigurable
approach simplified the development of the final supervisory control system, which was obtained from
the combination of separate supervisors studied in different modes with their own components and spec-
ification models. Moreover, the use of a hierarchical and decentralized architecture in the synthesis of
controllers prevents the need of direct communication between stations, thereby facilitating the imple-
mentation of the final supervisory control system.

The post-fault restoration implemented by the supervisory control presented in this paper was limited
to the primary sequence of the protection strategy described in [4]. However, the reconfigurable design
of the obtained solution can also be used to simplify the addition of a failure backup sequence (when
the CBCs or CBLs of the grid fail to operate correctly), which would be studied as (a) new control
mode(s). Future research will explore the update of an existing supervisory control for MTDC grids as
well as the impact that delays of communication between local and high-level control units can bring on
the its performance. Indeed, the coordination of low-level controllers by a high-level one relies on the
synchronization of automata. The latter is easy to enforce in a simulated environment in a single machine
but this can be a source of errors when physical controllers, distributed over large distances, are used.
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